In the SPIRIT

Build a fright-night bash around shadowy figures and menacing moonlit motifs. Paint ominous silhouettes on pumpkins, and create appealingly impish edibles to delight your guests.
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For bat, crow and spider silhouettes, letters, or moon, print desired template, cut out design and trace image onto pumpkin. Brush on black acrylic paint and allow to dry.
Download crescent moon template. Tape multiple pages together to form full-size design. Cut out template and trace onto foam core. Cut traced shape from foam core with a craft knife. Brush Mod Podge on and sprinkle with glitter. Shake off excess and set aside to dry. Apply adhesive to inner and outer edges of moon, sprinkle with glitter and let dry.

Download owl template. Tape multiple pages together to form full-size design. Cut out template and trace onto black paper. Cut out traced shape. Cut out details—eyes, feet, etc.—and trace onto the paper side of a piece of glitter paper. Cut out each detail and adhere to owl with a glue stick. Cut strips of foam core and glue to the back of owl for support. Attach to crescent moon with damage-free strips.

boo!
Man-in-the-Moon
Man-in-the-Moon: Left Eye

Sponge white pearl craft paint over the surface of an unfolded 20- or 22-inch paper lantern. (The effect should be slightly mottled and textured when lantern is lit.) Let dry. Download Man in the Moon template pieces and cut out, leaving a narrow white border. Arrange pieces on lantern using removable double-sided tape. Apply Mod Podge to the back of each cutout and adhere to lantern. Position lantern light inside and hang from monofilament.

TIP
Label left and right eye cutouts on the back. This makes it easier to construct the face.
Find two pumpkins that will stack. Remove stem from bottom pumpkin with pliers. Print and cut out tree silhouette, position on pumpkins as desired and trace, creating a continuous image. Fill in with black acrylic paint. To secure pumpkins, insert bamboo skewers cut in half.

**TIP**
Check your printer settings and select **Tile**. Enlarge this page separately and adjust sizing accordingly to ensure that the tree can be traced across two pumpkins.
BATT SWARM

DIRECTIONS
Download bat templates, print on card stock and cut out. Place templates on black art paper, trace and cut out. Fold wings as shown and mount bats to the wall with damage-free hanging strips.
Download crescent moon template. Tape multiple pages together to form full-size design. Cut out template and trace onto foam core. Cut traced shape from foam core with a craft knife. Brush Mod Podge on and sprinkle with glitter. Shake off excess and set aside to dry. Apply adhesive to inner and outer edges of moon, sprinkle with glitter and let dry.

Download owl template. Tape multiple pages together to form full-size design. Cut out template and trace onto black paper. Cut out traced shape. Cut out details—eyes, feet, etc.—and trace onto the paper side of a piece of glitter paper. Cut out each detail and adhere to owl with a glue stick. Cut strips of foam core and glue to the back of owl for support. Attach to crescent moon with damage-free strips.
TREAT BAGS

DIRECTIONS

Download treat-bag designs and print on iron-on transfer paper as a mirror image (words will print backward). Cut out designs. Following manufacturer's directions, transfer designs to the front of muslin bags. When cool, peel off paper backing. Fill and hang from manzanita branches spray-painted black.
TRICK or TREAT

HAPPY haunting!
Print front and back of invitations, trim to size and use a glue stick to bind together. Use card stock, if desired.
Use label paper and appropriate printer settings to print labels for invitations.
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